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Objectives
To interweave global feasibility and local execution, we subdivide
the system into planning, path representation, and collision
avoidance.

Computational constraints of embedded systems have to be taken
into account, resulting in application-specific simplifications and
heuristics that increase the overall efficiency.
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Indoor robots need to figure out how to get from A to B. Then,
the robot has to follow the planned route and adapt it to changes,
such as previously unseen obstacles or people who move around.

Motivation

Research directions:
• interpolated replanning
  improve path smoothness
• dynamic object models
  react to moving obstacles
• kinodynamic constraints
  produce directly executable
  trajectories without post-
  processing

Approach
Right: deliberative levels specify a global goal
position to the motion planner. The final output
are actuator commands. In between are
planning, path adaptation, and collision
avoidance.

Below: data from Expo.02 shows laser scanner
data, a “ghost robot” where another Robox was
detected, the elastic band path representation,
and parts of the map.

Interpolated Dynamic Replanning: E*

Left: traditional graph planners constrain movement to
edges, which is not suited for execution. Usually, the
path is smoothed after planning, which yields
unsatisfactory results: it addresses a symptom rooted in
the discrete nature of the path choices during planning.

Right: E* is formulated in the
continuous domain, as a crossing-
time map of an expanding surface.
Environment traversability modulates
propagation speed, which in turn
influences the planned path. The
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1: an intact band is squeezed by two visitors A and B.
2: the band snaps in C, a replanning thread is started, but the robot

continues on the snapped band to keep its movements smooth.
3: the unsmooth NF1 path is an intermediate step of replanning.
4: the new path has been translated into a new elastic band.

Smooth Replanning

Open Source Software

http://libsunflower.sourceforge.net/
http://estar.sourceforge.net/

We maintain our system as open source
software and made available to the
community. We have successfully ported it to
robots at LAAS (France) and Bielefeld
University (Germany).

continuous formulation eliminates the discreteness of movement choices: paths are
smooth and do not require post-processing.

Take into account
dynamic objects by
estimating the co-
occurrence probability
and planning a path
that minimizes the
accumulated risk.

Example Application: PNF
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Motion Planning and Path Execution for Mobile Robots


